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We Love Quizzes April 7, 2019 x On Friday, 8 May, the UK enjoyed a bank holiday to commemorate Victory Day in Europe. A historic day celebrates acceptance by the flags of World War II Nazi Germany's unconditional surrender of its armed forces on Tuesday, May 8, 1945.With measures to lock in place, many celebrations and
planned events have faced cancellation - but you can still celebrate the day in its own way. Britons have been asked to take part in Dame Vera Lynn's nationwide singalong anthem We'll Meet Again, as well as offering a toast to the fallen at 3pm on Friday. Another way to commemorate the day is to host a historic pub quiz that includes
questions about World War II to test your friends and family knowledge. So Express.co.uk this weekend for your pub quiz sat a list of 15 quizzes and answers. Read more: Vera Lynn: Why the hero of VE Day will still be relevant in the 3,000 World War 2 quiz q&a: 15 questions for your pub quiz (Picture: GETTY) World War 2 quiz
q&amp;A: Which planes did the RAF use during World War II? (Picture: GETTY) World War II quiz q&amp;A: How old was Princess Elizabeth on VE Day? (Picture: GETTY) 6. In which two Japanese cities were the first two atomic bombs were dropped?7. In which French region were landing for Day D?8. What name was given to the
dead man, deliberately dropped into the sea to be found by German agents carrying false papers to mislead Axis forces about alliances of intentions to attack Europe?9. The battle for this city was a pre-war point in the war on the Eastern Front?10. What was the german plane's name? What base is the Japanese bomb that then forced
the United States to enter World War II? DON'T MISSNew GCHQ files show last German army radio message [INSIGHT]VE Day: Veterans across the country pay tribute to fallen heroes [PICTURES]VE Day hero: Boris praises Ernie Horsfall, 102, in video call [INSIGHT] World War 2 quiz questions and answers: Facts about VE Day
(Image: EXPRESS)Answers1. Victory on Europe Day2. 19393. Switzerland, Spain and Sweden4. She was 19. Poland 6. Hiroshima and Nagasaki 7. Normandy 8. Stalingrad 10. The Luftwaffe11. Pearl Harbor 12. Auschwitz 13. Hurricane and Spitfire 14. Dachau15. Alan Turing 1) When did World War II begin? a) 28 June 1914 b) 11
November 1918 c) 3 September 1939 d) 1 June 1941 Which event began on 2 December 1941? M. Gomez, WriterAnswered: Oct 03, 2019 Invasion of Poland The event that started World War II was the invasion of Poland by Germany in September 1939. The Nazi party rose to power in Germany in 1993 and took power in... Read more
Main circles &gt; history quizzes &gt; WW2 Quiz What was the operational code name for Normandy landings often called D-Day? What was the name of the capital British codeloms between War? Which two German encryption machines were the most important to break their codes? Enola Gay was the name of the B-29 bomber who
dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, but what was the name of the plane that dropped an atomic bomb on Nagasaki three days later? Which battle for WW2 remains the greatest armoured battle of all time? Can you give a month and a year of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor? What event is often called the September campaign?
In 1942, the United Kingdom awarded George Cross for the resilience and courage of its peoples? Can you name the emperor who led Japan during World War II? Who invented the bomb? And what was the name of the operation to break Mohne and Edersee dams they used? How many Japanese aircraft carriers were sunk at the
Battle of Midway? What great battle in World War II lasted from August 1942 to February 1943? Who was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the German Air Force (Luftwaffe) in 1935. And what did he do in 1933, ignorantly? What British Special Operations Forces, created by Orde Charles Wingateknown, were officially known as the
Long-Range Penetration Teams? Which WWII general was also selected as the entry of the U.S. Army for the first modern pentathlon at the 1912 Olympics? With the greatest surrender of british-led military personnel in history, what did Winston Churchill call the worst disaster in British military history? Operation Neptune Bletchley Park.
Enigma and Lorenz. Bock's Car Battle of Kursk December (7), 1941 German attack on Poland Malta emperor Hirohito Barnes Wallis. Operation Chastise (then referred to as 'Dam busters', which is not the correct answer to this question) Four (The Americans have lost one bearer) Battle of Stalingrad Hermann Goring. In 1933, the
Gestapo was established (he later gave command to Heinrich Himmler). George S. Patton's fall of Singapore's VE day is the day we celebrate the official acceptance of the allies of World War Two of Nazi Germany's unconditional surrender - which German admiral was authorized to surrender? Who was the new commander of the British
Bomber Command in 1942? And which German city was the first to suffer at the hands of its Thousand Plan - a plan to bomb cities with more than a thousand allied bombers? Which U.S. general vowed I will return after being expelled from the Philippines in 1942 by the victorious Japanese? The Battle of Izbočina, the last major German
offensive in the west, began through what dense forest region? Which British single-seat RAF fighter jet accounted for 60 per cent of the RAF's air victories in the Battle of Britain? From 1939 to 1940, what was BEF? Was the pocket warship Admiral Graf Spee forced into any port after the damage to British ships? Roll Call Group And the
winner of the Victoria Cross, who had a well-known charity that bears his name, that supports the disabled? The official Japanese surrender, on September 2, 1945, took place on which U.S. ship? What was the code name for Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union during World War II? Which German soldier was popular as the Desert
Fox? In what year did Churchill become prime minister? And what was Churchill's official government role and title before he became Prime Minister? Which French hero from World War I leads the puppet French Vichy government? What was the code name Operation Dynamo? On July 9, 1943, the rabbits began an invasion of which
island in Operation Husky? On D-Day, the Normandy coast was divided into five sectors by the bunny - can you name these sectors? Karl Donitz (Air Marshall Arthur) Bomber Harris. Cologne. Douglas MacArthur Ardennes The Hawker Hurricane (although the Spitfire release is perceived as the main RAF fighter and had a higher win-loss
ratio) British Expeditionary Force (British Army and Western Europe) Montevideo Leonard Cheshire USS Missouri Operation Barbarossa Erwin Rommel 1940 (May 10 - the same day Germany came across France, Holland and Belgium). First Lord of the Admiralty. Marshall Petain Dunkirk evacuation Sicily Utah, Omaha, Gold, Juno, and
Sword. &gt; History Quiz Questions &gt; WWI Quiz &gt; Battles Quiz Thanks for printing this WWII quiz. Please remember to return to the www.freepubquiz.co.uk for more great quiz questions and answers. Blog Sitemap Running a Quiz Names Privacy Contact Us Germany and the Soviet Union built the best tanks of World War II. The
Sherman tank was the most commonly used American tank in World War II with more than fifty thousand produced. If your personality matched the tank... Questions: 4 | Tries: 1576 | Last updated: Feb 13, 2019 You are a quick 2nd World War II History: D-day Questions! Trivia Quiz 2nd World War II History: D-Day Questions! Quiz trivia
Below are some of the history of World War II: D-day questions! This day in history, what is known to date as the largest sea invasion in history n happened in the Normandy region. The attack took place over 20... Questions: 18 | Tries: 1069 | Last updated: June 25, 2020 What does D in D Day mean? The most influential reason is that
D can simply refer to the day of invasion D refers to the disembarkation day, which is the name that got all the operations of World War A through C have already been used for operations in North Africa and Italy D is thought of dangerous and used to inspire the army to bravely fight The Important Cynics On quiz trivia quiz from 2. World
War II One of the worst wars on earth, and that's because millions of deaths have seen the power of hungry nations wanting to bite... Questions: 17 | Tries: 734 | Last updated: June 25, 2020 The theory of government in which one party or leader maintains strict control. Final World War II : MCQ Quiz! Trivia The Ultimate World War II :
MCQ Quiz! Trivia This is the ultimate MCQ quiz from World War II. The Second World War was said to have been the result of issues that were not regulated in The First World War after the signing of the Treaty of Versailles. Millions of people have lost... Questions: 19 | Tries: 721 | Last updated: 5 Oct 2020 Hitler requested, and was
made, what area in northwestern Czechoslovy? Trivia: Do you really know about World War II? Trivia: Do you really know about World War II? World War II was a world war that lasted from 1939 to 1945. It was launched by Germany in an unprovociable attack on Poland. Britain and France declared war on Germany after Hitler refused...
Questions: 10 | Tries: 656 | Last updated: Jan 8, 2019 Himmler was the leader of any Nazi organization? Which country from the 2nd century? Which country from the 2nd century? Find out who you really are, because we find out which of the countries involved in World War II are best identified. Are you driving to a centre stage like
Germany, or do you prey in a shadow like Italy? Take the quiz! Questions: 5 | Tries: 422 | Last updated: Jul 6, 2017 Among friends is going to fight. You: Are the one that started the fight Stay out of it as long as possible Keep fighting until you win Help out your friend who is in the fight Are the one fighting for what is the right Sample Quiz
Curriculum development class: 7 | Tries: 373 | Last updated: Jul 30, 2011 What kind of country attacked Pearl Harbor? An assessment of the causes of World War II, major battles and events and at home. Questions: 35 | Tries: 325 | Last updated: Dec 21, 2012 Which of the following was not the cause of World War II? Post WWII In
The Cold War Post WWII and The Cold War This is a quiz that covers life across WWII in Europe and America Issues: 30 | Tries: 301 | Last updated: Dec 26, 2012 The Baby Boom refers to the rise of the ____ after World War II. Fertility and Family Growth This quiz examines students' knowledge of major battles between The Second
and Second Wars. Questions: 10 | Tries: 298 | Last updated: Jan 10, 2013 Which of the following is not the ax? Trivia Facts Quiz: History Quiz Over World War 2 Trivia Facts Quiz: History Quiz over World War 2 One of the reasons for the start of World War II is Hitler's intention to invade Poland, which led France and Britain to retaliate
against the Nazi state. It is estimated that more than 70 million soldiers Questions: 8 | Tries: 281 | Last updated: May 4, 2020 Why did Britain and France go to war with Germany? Germany?
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